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GitHub.com/RyanMStewart
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Dedicated to the constant pursuit of self-improvement, I spend a lot of time working towards being better than the person I was
yesterday. I have a penchant for operating in a team environment and an innate ability when it comes to software development.
The three most important values I bring to the table are: grit, aptitude, and attitude. I am focusing my efforts on joining a company
where I can continue to grow as a person and a developer.

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Java - Ruby - JavaScript - Spring - jQuery - CSS3 - HTML5 - GIT React - Agile - REST API - Scrum
Exposure to: AJAX - MySQL - Linux - Apache Tomcat - Redux Hibernate - Node - API's

CERTIFICATIONS
Ruby Association Certified Ruby Programmer

DEV PROJECTS
Gmail API Quickstart
Similar to the quickstart available from Google;
however, I have added a lot of 'out-of-the-box'
functionality such as: clickable labels that will load
corresponding message id's, message id lookup, raw
message data display (Base64Encoding), and message
data decoding to plain text format.

QuoteThis
I initially created this project in order to help keep track
of my stock positions throughout the day without
having to open another application on my phone. This
application will take input from the user on the
command line or cycle through an array of listed
symbols, find the quote online, parse the price and then
send the information to the users phone as an SMS
(text) message.

Weather App
An up to 5-day weather forecast app accomplished
using Open Weather Map and Google Maps APIs.
Developing this project gave me a great learning
opportunity in using jQuery and AJAX requests. After
receiving the JSON response, the forecast was parsed,
manipulated, and displayed using HTML and CSS.

EDUCATION
Codeup July 2018 - Dec. 2018
Codeup is a fully-immersive, project-based, and
intensive 18 week full stack Java career accelerator
that provides students with 600+ hours of expert
instruction in software development.

Austin Community College 2016 - 2017
Computer Science Major:

GPA: 3.8

EXPERIENCE
Finish Line Car Wash
Operations Manager 2017-2018
As an operations manager my much of my time
centered on providing direction to the integral staff that
was concurrent with the standards and practices the
business was built on. I worked closely with the other
departments to understand where the company's capital
was going and how to make the most efficient use of it.
Where I could streamline a process I'd create a
procedure to do so and oversee its implementation. I
tracked our progress and increased satisfaction
wherever and whenever possible.

SPUN Ice Cream
Store Manager Dec. 2015 - Nov. 2016
As the store manager my responsibilities included:
developing lasting relationships with the customers,
greeting the day by opening the store and closing up in
the evening, screening, hiring and terminating
employees, taking inventory and addressing any
discrepancies, ensuring high product quality standards,
calculating payroll for different departments, working
with vendors, scheduling the employees, pricing the
product, and collaborating with the owners to
implement the company mission statement.

